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[1] Abstract: We present a statistical analysis of magnetic fields simulated by the Glatzmaier-Roberts

dynamically consistent dynamo model. For four simulations with distinct boundary conditions, means,

standard deviations, and probability functions permit an evaluation based on existing statistical

paleosecular variation (PSV) models. Although none closely fits the statistical PSV models in all

respects, some simulations display characteristics of the statistical PSV models in individual tests. We

also find that nonzonal field statistics do not necessarily reflect heat flow conditions at the core-mantle

boundary. Multitaper estimates of power and coherence spectra allow analysis of time series of single,

or groups of, spherical harmonic coefficients representing the magnetic fields of the dynamo

simulations outside the core. Sliding window analyses of both power and coherence spectra from two of

the simulations show that a 100 kyr averaging time is necessary to realize stationary statistics of their

nondipole fields and that a length of 350 kyr is not long enough to fully characterize their dipole fields.

Spectral analysis provides new insight into the behavior and interaction of the dominant components of

the simulated magnetic fields, the axial dipole and quadrupole. Although we find spectral similarities

between several reversals, there is no evidence of signatures that can be conclusively associated with

reversals or excursions. We test suggestions that during reversals there is increased coupling between

groups of spherical harmonic components. Despite evidence of coupling between antisymmetric and

symmetric spherical harmonics in one simulation, we conclude that it is rare and not directly linked to

reversals. In contrast to the reversal model of R. T. Merrill and P. L. McFadden, we demonstrate that the

geomagnetic power in the dipole part of the dynamo simulations is either relatively constant or

fluctuates synchronously with that of the nondipole part and that coupling between antisymmetric and

symmetric components occurs when the geomagnetic power is high.
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1. Introduction

[2] Variations of the geomagnetic field provide

clues to the behavior of the geodynamo and the

physical conditions that influence it. For exam-

ple, reversal rates are believed to reflect heat

flux conditions at the core-mantle boundary

[Glatzmaier et al., 1999], while stationary flux

patches may reveal patterns of fluid flow in the

outer core [Bloxham and Gubbins, 1987].

Observations of Earth’s magnetic field are

either poorly distributed geographically and

span long periods, perhaps several hundred

million years or are well distributed but span

only tens or hundreds of years. Geomagnetic

observations, past and present, are discussed

thoroughly by Merrill et al. [1996]. Insights

into the long-term evolution of the magnetic

field have been inhibited by the limitations of

paleomagnetic records. More recently, the

advent of numerical simulations of Earth-like

magnetic fields has provided an alternative way

of studying geomagnetic phenomena and their

relation to the geodynamo.

[3] Numerical simulations of the geodynamo

offer a view of an Earth-like magnetic field

with high spatial and temporal resolution and

provide simulated data sets of a quality unat-

tainable for the geomagnetic field. This makes

possible detailed studies of phenomena such as

secular variation, reversals and the influence of

different heat flux conditions at the core-mantle

boundary (CMB). In recent years there have

been many different approaches to numerical

modeling of the geodynamo. Dormy et al.

[2000] present a comprehensive review of

many recent contributions. In particular, they

focus on the values of the dimensionless

parameters, such as the Ekman number, which

measures the effects of turbulent viscosity rel-

ative to Coriolis forces, and the Rayleigh num-

ber, which measures the convective driving

relative to turbulent viscous and thermal diffu-

sion. All geodynamo simulations are forced to

(crudely) represent the mixing effects of the

small-scale, unresolved turbulence as diffusion.

Dormy et al. also evaluate the observational

constraints for geodynamo modeling. They

examine observations with timescales of less

than 1 kyr to more than 5 Myr and categorize

each as robust, controversial, or unlikely. In

contrast, our goal is to provide a detailed

examination of a particular geodynamo model

and to propose tools that facilitate a statistical

analysis of dynamo simulations.

[4] Four different dynamo simulations are used

to address several questions about the struc-

ture and time dependence of the resulting

poloidal magnetic fields. We examine the

Glatzmaier-Roberts dynamo simulations

because they are three-dimensional (3-D),

dynamically consistent solutions with sponta-

neous reversals and excursions. We describe

statistical methods designed to deepen our

understanding of the simulations and examine

various statistical properties of simulations

driven with different prescribed patterns of

heat flux at the core-mantle boundary

(CMB). This approach is desirable because it

is the most straightforward way to gain insight

into the complexities of dynamo generated

magnetic fields. We describe and apply stat-

istical methods used to illuminate three facets

of the dynamo simulations: their similarity to

one another and to statistical PSV models, the

character of reversals, and coupling between

spherical harmonic components.

[5] The simulations are generated by the

dynamo model of Glatzmaier and Roberts

[1997] that solves the nonlinear magnetohydro-

dynamic equations for the 3-D, time-dependent

flow, magnetic field, and thermodynamic vari-

ables in a rotating, convecting, fluid sphere. A

suite of eight simulations, including those we

are concerned with, are detailed in Glatzmaier

et al. [1999]. The simulations were designed to

test the effects of eight very different, but
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simple, patterns of CMB heat flux on the

frequency of dipole reversals not an attempt

to generate extremely realistic simulations of

the Earth’s magnetic field. Since the test

required simulations spanning relatively long

periods of time (ten million numerical time

steps), computing resources limited the output

to low spatial resolution.

[6] For each simulation, the poloidal magnetic

field at and above the CMB is represented by

a time series of Gauss coefficients gl
m and hl

m

up to and including degree and order 21. The

sampling interval is �50 or 100 years,

depending on the simulation. To achieve a

constant sampling interval for spectral analy-

sis, we use 50.0 and 100.0 years to interpo-

late the time series. Gauss coefficients are

Schmidt normalized and represent a spherical

harmonic expansion of the scalar magnetic

potential y due to internal sources, which

satisfies Laplace’s equation. The magnetic

field is found by B = �ry. The statistics

that we describe and present below are

derived from the Gauss coefficients and in

each case, we choose a quantity that can be

considered representative of the magnetic

field behavior in that particular context and

is, in principle, measurable.

[7] We compare the means and standard devia-

tions (SDs) of the Gauss coefficients from the

dynamo simulations with those consistent with

observation. We further assess the similarity of

the dynamo simulations to Earth’s magnetic

field by comparing cumulative distribution

functions based on simulated Gauss coeffi-

cients with statistical paleosecular variation

(PSV) models proposed for Earth. There are

two advantages to this type of comparison: we

are able to determine if existing statistical PSV

models are capable of describing the simula-

tions, and we are able to perform hypothesis

testing, an important quantitative means of

comparing two models.

[8] To consider temporal variations and infer

their frequency dependence, we turn to another

statistic, the power spectral density, which we

estimate using the multiple taper method of

Riedel and Sidorenko [1995]. We apply the

spectral technique to analyze the dipolar rever-

sals occurring in two of the dynamo simula-

tions. In this experiment, we search for reversal

precursors or signatures by examining the

PSDs of time series of magnetic power in

spherical harmonic degrees 2 through 21.

Simultaneously, we address the question of

stationarity of the processes generating the

simulated Gauss coefficients.

[9] Polarity reversals must be of either internal

or external origin. It is conceivable that external

influences such as meteorite impacts and sub-

sequent rapid glaciation might disturb the fluid

core enough to produce a reversal [Muller and

Morris, 1986]. However, external influence is

not a necessary condition for a reversal, as

evidenced by the numerical simulations under

investigation, which omit any time-dependent

external influences. Thus, in the following, we

look for internal signatures associated with

reversals.

[10] There is a large body of work devoted to

the description of geomagnetic reversals. How-

ever, few common characteristics have been

conclusively established. We summarize the

current view based on a recent review by

Merrill and McFadden [1999]. The major dif-

ficulties in resolving these issues lie in the

paucity, quality, and age estimation of paleo-

magnetic data. Furthermore, owing to incom-

plete understanding of the processes involved

in the recording of the ambient magnetic field

at the time of a rock’s formation, there is

uncertainty in the information extracted about

the paleofield. It is widely agreed that during a

reversal, field intensity decreases significantly

and the magnitude of the dipole component at

Earth’s surface is reduced to less than one
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quarter of its normal value. Further, the dura-

tion of a reversal is 1–8 kyr, with observed

variations in intensity lasting longer than those

in direction, but there have been estimates far

outside these bounds. The surface manifesta-

tion of a reversal typically spans a time far less

than the free decay timescale of the magnetic

field, which is �15 kyr [Backus et al., 1996].

This suggests the reversal process is unlikely

due to the partial decay, and subsequent recov-

ery, of the magnetic field. However, one partic-

ular reversal has been estimated to last as long

as 28 kyr [Herrero-Bervera et al., 1987] and

the magnetic field in one of the dynamo sim-

ulations we consider (GR99.f ) decays leading

into a reversal and fails to recover afterward. In

addition, because we do not observe the tor-

oidal field in the core, it is possible that the

reversal process in the core takes a longer time

than the intensity or direction changes that are

measured at Earth’s surface. During a dipolar

reversal, a dynamo simulation exhibits signifi-

cant reversal activity, first in the toroidal field

then in the poloidal field in the outer core, prior

to an observable change in direction of the

poloidal field at the surface [Glatzmaier and

Roberts, 1995]. The relative sizes of different

components of the poloidal field is a popular

means of identifying a transitional field (we

discuss this in more detail in section 4). In that

regard, a systematic partitioning of field

strength between dipole and nondipole parts

during a reversal has not been demonstrated.

Many workers rely on measurements of the

virtual geographic pole (VGP) position to study

the spatial character of the field during a

reversal. A particularly provocative hypothesis,

but still far from settled, is that the VGP

follows a preferred path during a reversal and

that the path might be very similar among

different reversals. In addition, the similarity

or dissimilarity of statistics (VGP for example)

from separate reversals has not been estab-

lished. If different reversals have a similar

statistical behavior, data from several reversals

may be combined to construct a more detailed

picture of the transitional field. Coe et al.

[2000] have studied in detail the character of

simulated reversals through magnitudes of

dipole and nondipole parts of the field and

VGP directions. We discuss their findings in

section 4 and compare them with our own.

[11] The most speculative characterization of

geomagnetic reversals is an observable causal

mechanism in the poloidal field at Earth’s sur-

face. Numerous phenomenological reversal

models, based on dynamo theory and observa-

tions, have been designed to characterize the

onset and nature of dipolar reversals (see

reviews by Jacobs [1994] and Merrill and

McFadden [1999]). The physical mechanism,

in some cases thought to be the actual cause of a

reversal and referred to as a trigger, is consid-

ered intimately related to the spherical harmonic

description of the poloidal magnetic field.

Implicit in this assumption is the idea that the

Gauss coefficients record a signal that reflects

the proposed trigger or some other signature of

a reversal. A common element of reversal

models is the interaction between different

groups of Gauss coefficients and how this

observed interaction relates to the probability

of a reversal occurring inside the core. In

particular, Cox [1968] suggested that random

variations in the nondipole part of the field

trigger reversals when the dipole field is small

compared with the nondipole field. In a similar

manner, Merrill and McFadden [1988] propose

a reversal model, which relies on the relative

sizes and interaction of the antisymmetric (l + m

odd) and symmetric (l + m even) families of the

spherical harmonics representing the poloidal

magnetic field outside the core. In the antisym-

metric/symmetric model, the two families exist

independently while the field is stable, and

reversals occur when the symmetric family is

relatively large in magnitude and there is suffi-

cient coupling between the two. Merrill and

McFadden further suggest that an instability in
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the magnetic field or fluid motions is the cause

of increased coupling between the families.

[12] The expansion in spherical harmonics is one

way of mathematically describing the structure

of the potential field approximation of the

poloidal field outside the core. Although the

energy in the field outside the core is less than

1% of the magnetic energy inside the core, to

some extent the structure and evolution of the

external field reflect the complexity and time

dependence of the internal magnetohydrody-

namics. The interaction or correlation of Gauss

coefficients does not ‘‘cause’’ or ‘‘trigger’’

reversals; nor can it explain the occurrence of

reversals. It does, however, provide a conven-

ient way of comparing the morphology of the

field external to the core during reversals to what

it is between reversals. By applying spectral

analysis to subsections in time of the total geo-

magnetic power in the nondipole spherical har-

monics of the dynamo simulations, we search

for different statistical characteristics in this part

of the field preceding and during reversals.

[13] As a final chapter in our analyses of the

dynamo simulations’ reversals, we use the

coherence spectra to assess the degree of cou-

pling between spherical harmonic components

in the simulations. As discussed above, there

are reversal models which require variation in

the coupling between antisymmetric and sym-

metric families. We assess the degree of cou-

pling between those families and other pairs of

spherical harmonic components at various

times during the simulation by examining

coherence spectra. Here we use g1
0 and g2

0 as

reference time series and compute coherence

spectra between them and all other zonal har-

monics (m = 0).

2. Statistics of the Simulations

[14] We present a comparison and statistical

description of four dynamo simulations [Glatz-

maier et al., 1999], which serves as an intro-

duction to the statistical quantities that we

exploit in our study; the mean, standard devia-

tion (SD), cumulative distribution function

(CDF), power spectral density (PSD) and coher-

ence spectrum. The simulations, which we refer

to as GR99.e, GR99.f, GR99.g, and GR99.h are

characterized by different heat flux patterns at

the CMB. GR99.e and GR99.f have axially

symmetric, degree 4 heat flux patterns. The

former has its maxima at the poles and equator,

while the latter has its minima at the poles and

equator. GR99.g has a uniform heat flux pattern,

while GR99.h has one based on results from

seismic tomography and includes nonzonal

effects up to degree and order 4. Although

GR99.e and GR99.f are not geophysically rele-

vant, we include them because they embody

disparate boundary conditions that might pos-

sess distinctive statistical properties. Further,

GR99.e is extremely stable, while GR99.f is not.

[15] In this section, we aim to answer the

following questions. How closely do the simple

statistics of the simulations resemble those of

Earth’s field? Can we distinguish the simula-

tions from one another in a statistical sense?

The first question has been recently addressed

by Coe et al. [2000] with an emphasis on the

spatial power spectrum, or Lowes spectrum

[Lowes, 1974], which is defined at Earth’s

surface by

Rl ¼ l þ 1ð Þ
Xl
m¼0

gml
� �2 þ hml

� �2h i
: ð1Þ

Rl is the squared magnitude of the magnetic

field of degree l averaged over Earth’s surface.

Coe et al. found similarities in the structures of

the simulated and observed spectra, although

the energy is considerably lower in the

simulations. Dormy et al. [2000] compare the

spatial power spectra of many other dynamo

models with that of Earth. We choose to

examine the means, SDs and CDFs of Gauss

coefficients.
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[16] A statistical description of secular variation

for 0–5 Ma [Constable and Parker, 1988],

which we refer to as CP88, makes each Gauss

coefficient consistent with a normally distrib-

uted random variable. The means of CP88 are

zero for all but the g1
0 and g2

0 components. The

SDs depend only on degree l of the Gauss

coefficients and are proportional to a parameter

determined from the observed spatial power

spectrum. CP88 neglects temporal covariance

and is unable to predict the time evolution of the

magnetic field. A property of CP88 is a white

spatial power spectrum near the CMB that

represents homogeneous conditions there. This

is an important statistical PSV model because it

is very simple and describes gross properties of

the geomagnetic field. Kono and Tanaka [1995]

extended the ideas of Parker and Constable, but

like CP88, their model was found incompatible

with data. A parameter adjustment [Kono and

Hiroi, 1996] improved the fit to intensity data at

the expense of the fit to directional data. The

work of Quidelleur and Courtillot [1996] and

Hulot and Gallet [1996] showed that it was

possible to reproduce directional data by allow-

ing the variances to differ by order as well as

degree. Subsequently, Constable and Johnson

[1999] developed two models that satisfy direc-

tional and paleointensity constraints. Referred

to as CJ98 and CJ98.nz, these are again based

on normal distributions for the temporal var-

iance of Gauss coefficients. They have the same

properties of mean values as CP88 but allow the

SDs to differ with degree l and with order m.

The SDs of CJ98 are the same for each pair gl
m

and hl
m, yielding a model with axial anisotropy

in summary statistics of the magnetic field. In

CJ98.nz, the SDs of g2
1 and h2

1 differ, leading to

a model with azimuthal variation in summary

statistics. The parameters defining CP88, CJ98,

Table 1. Simulation and Statistical PSV Model Meansa

m e f g h CP88 CJ98 CJ98.nz

g1
0 22,490 5,474 12,520 5,469 �30,000 �30,000 �30,000

g1
1 �46.53 �12.31 �65.06 �47.39 0.0 0.0 0.0

h1
1 �20.86 0.6113 34.96 �59.79 0.0 0.0 0.0

g2
0 47.95 17.75 0.4286 248.3 �1,800 �1,500 �1,500

g2
1 �130.0 7.957 1.863 �24.19 0.0 0.0 0.0

h2
1 51.36 21.38 44.38 31.86 0.0 0.0 0.0

g2
2 �5.930 11.05 �19.61 �60.74 0.0 0.0 0.0

h2
2 4.544 0.6400 20.93 �19.85 0.0 0.0 0.0

aUnits in nT.

Table 2. Simulation and Statistical PSV Model Standard Deviationsa

s e f g h CP88 CJ98 CJ98.nz

g1
0 4,713 5,690 3,579 3,262 3,000 11,720 11,720

g1
1 595.1 836.4 976.8 1,704 3,000 1,670 1,670

h1
1 508.3 927.0 929.1 1,906 3,000 1,670 1,670

g2
0 321.6 490.5 466.0 1,048 2,140 1,160 1,160

g2
1 1,374 346.2 615.5 887.8 2,140 4,060 1,160

h2
1 1,408 379.6 627.0 1,065 2,140 4,060 8,120

g2
2 274.3 430.4 596.4 952.3 2,140 1,160 1,160

h2
2 257.7 406.9 591.6 891.3 2,140 1,160 1,160

aUnits in nT.
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and CJ98.nz are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Although CP88 has been shown to be inad-

equate, it is a simple formalism, and we can

determine if a similar statistical model can be

used to describe the magnetic fields of dynamo

simulations. CJ98 and CJ98.nz provide a basis

for making statistical comparisons of the simu-

lations with one another and allow a compar-

ison with PSV models that are consistent with

data.

2.1. Secular Variation of

Gauss Coefficients

[17] We compare the dynamo simulations with

the three statistical PSV models described

Figure 1. Time series of axial dipole and axial quadrupole components from dynamo simulations. Black
curves are g1

0 for the four simulations under consideration. g2
0 is shown in green and multiplied by 10 in red.
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above by computing the means and SDs of the

Gauss coefficients, as measured at Earth’s sur-

face, using the entire lengths of the time series

for each simulation. We list the statistics for all

Gauss coefficients up to degree and order 2 in

Tables 1 and 2. For reference, the axial dipole

and quadrupole components for each dynamo

simulation are plotted as a function of time in

Figure 1. The numbers for the axial dipoles of

the simulations were computed by taking the

absolute value of g1
0. The mean values for the

axial dipoles are quite varied; GR99.e has the

largest but is still significantly lower than those

for the statistical PSV models. All the other

means, and curiously those for g2
0, are suffi-

ciently small to be effectively zero, whereas

the statistical PSV models require nonzero

means for g2
0. Regarding the SDs, the most

notable observation is that none of the dynamo

simulations agrees with those based on data. In

fact, the SDs from the simulations are much

lower than those for the statistical PSV models.

Figure 2. Histograms for axial dipole data from dynamo simulations. All time samples of g1
0 from the four

simulations discussed in the text are counted and normalized in 25 bins.
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b

Figure 3. Cumulative distribution functions for axial dipole data from dynamo simulations. Each panel
shows a comparison of empirical CDFs from simulation data (black) with normal CDFs having means and
standard deviations determined from the simulation data (red). The following data have been used to
determine each empirical CDF. (a) All g1

0 samples from GR99.e. (b) Negative g1
0 samples from GR99.f. (c)

Negative g1
0 samples from GR99.g. (d) Positive g1

0 samples from GR99.g. (e) Negative g1
0 samples from

GR99.h. (f ) Positive g1
0 samples from GR99.h.
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However, an important consideration is the

ratio of variance to mean value, when the

mean value is nonzero; a lower value is a good

indicator of a more stable process. For g1
0 of

the CJ98 models, this ratio is �0.4, while for

the dynamo simulations, it ranges from �0.2

(GR99.e) to �1.0 (GR99.f ). GR99.g’s ratio is

close to that for the PSV models, at �0.3.

[18] Two properties of the CJ98 models are that

g1
0 satisfies a bimodal normal distribution and

that there is minimal interference of the central

tails. First, to determine whether the dynamo

simulations have two distinct modes for each

polarity, we plot histograms of the g1
0 coeffi-

cients for each model in Figure 2. Those for

GR99.g and GR99.h are similar to the histo-

grams presented by Dormy et al. [2000].

GR99.e does not reverse; however, we see that

if the positive polarity behaved similarly to the

negative polarity that is shown, the tails would

not interfere. GR99.f yields an unusual histo-

gram because of the large number of small

positive values of g1
0 following the reversal,

while the field is decaying. We see that GR99.g

has a reasonably symmetric and well-defined

pair of peaks. However, GR99.h has a well-

defined peak for the negative polarity, and a

small peak with a dip in it for the positive

polarity. Given the poorly defined positive

peak, the central tails of this distribution are

not well resolved. Second we compare the

distributions of the coefficients for GR99.e,

the negative polarities of GR99.f, and both

polarities of GR99.g and GR99.h to normal

distributions by plotting their CDFs. The

results are given in Figure 3, where the normal

distributions have means and variances as

derived from the simulation data.

[19] An advantage of this type of comparison is

that we are able to perform a hypothesis test.

We may state the null hypothesis that the g1
0

Gauss coefficients for a particular model are

drawn from a normal distribution having a

mean and SD determined from the simulation

data. We construct CDFs for the coefficients

and the normal distribution and measure the

maximum deviation d between the two curves.

Then the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [Press et

al., 1992] gives the probability of getting a

deviation as large or larger than d by random

chance. A small probability gives justification

for rejecting the null hypothesis. For example, a

probability P = 0.05 suggests that we reject the

null hypothesis with a confidence level of 95%.

The probability distribution for this test

depends on e�N, where N is the number of

Gauss coefficients used in constructing the

empirical CDF, making the test less tolerant

of large deviations as N increases. In the cases

presented here, N is 103, yielding very small

probability values, even though the deviations

in some cases might be reasonably small.

According to the numbers, we must reject the

null hypothesis in each of these six cases, while

noting that qualitatively GR99.e is nearest to a

normal distribution.

[20] By the above criteria, none of the dynamo

simulations is consistent with the features of

the CJ98 models (or CP88). However, this is

not sufficient to say that the dynamo simula-

tions are not Earth-like, as we have merely

made a comparison with certain models that are

consistent with real data. We briefly report on a

statistical comparison of the four dynamo sim-

ulations with the harmonic spline model

PHS80, derived from Magsat data by Shure et

al. [1985]. Our null hypothesis is that the

nondipole Gauss coefficients of the dynamo

simulations are drawn from the same popula-

tion as those from PHS80. We performed the

test for all coefficients with l = 2 to 5 and again

for l = 2 to 10. In both cases, the null hypoth-

esis was rejected at a confidence level greater

than 99%. Thus the nondipole Gauss coeffi-

cients of the dynamo simulations are neither

normally distributed nor Earth-like in this stat-

istical sense.
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2.2. Variance Properties of

Gauss Coefficients

[21] Constable and Johnson [1999] speculate

that different boundary conditions will affect

the SDs of individual Gauss coefficients. We

can test this for the dynamo simulations, and

we proceed with a more detailed study of the

SDs of the degree 1 and 2 Gauss coefficients

from the simulations. We determine if any of

the sets of simulation SDs have the same

proportions as the statistical PSV models.

Consider GR99.h for example: is the SD of

h2
1 larger than the SD of g2

1 and does this fact

reflect the nonzonal heat flux condition at the

CMB? It might be the case as the nonzonal

statistical PSV model CJ98.nz invokes such a

variation. To help make comparisons, we

have normalized the SDs for each simulation

and PSV model by the respective SDs of g1
0.

Then the SD of each axial dipole coefficient

has unit value and the SDs of the higher

order coefficients are measured relative to g1
0.

The results are presented in Table 3 and

Figure 4.

[22] The most remarkable result is the close

correspondence between GR99.e and CJ98,

including the high values for g2
1 and h2

1. In

contrast, the coefficients of GR99.f have nor-

malized SDs that follow those of GR99.e with

the exception of lower values for g2
1 and h2

1.

The primary differences in field behavior

between the two are in stability and longevity;

GR99.e has a very stable axial dipole, while

GR99.f’s is oscillatory and fails to recover

after a reversal. Except for the axial dipole,

the SDs of GR99.g coefficients are slightly

higher than those of GR99.e, while those of

GR99.h are still higher, especially the SDs of

g1
1 and h1

1. We note that GR99.h exhibits the

most abrupt reversals and excursions and the

high SD of its g2
0 coefficient is apparent in

Figure 1. We will return to the discussion of

the SDs of GR99.g and GR99.h in section 3.2,

in a more detailed comparison of the two

models.

[23] Although the dynamo simulations do not

look like the PSV models in terms of the means

and SDs, we can still examine whether or not

the nondipole Gauss coefficients are normally

distributed. This is accomplished by comparing

cumulative distribution functions for Gauss

coefficients, both qualitatively and quantita-

tively. Figure 5 shows CDFs of g2
0 at all times

for the four dynamo simulations. We chose g2
0 as

a typical example because this component is

often thought to be an important part of the

reversal process and figures prominently in later

discussions. Again, we find, owing to large N,

very small Kolmogorov-Smirnov probabilities

and must reject the null hypothesis in all four

cases, but note that qualitatively GR99.g is the

one that is closest to the normal distribution,

while GR99.f clearly deviates the most. GR99.e

and GR99.h fall about equally on the middle

Table 3. Normalized Standard Deviations (dimensionless)

s e f g h CP88 CJ98 CJ98.nz

g1
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

g1
1 0.1263 0.1470 0.2729 0.5224 1.000 0.1425 0.1425

h1
1 0.1078 0.1629 0.2596 0.5844 1.000 0.1425 0.1425

g2
0 0.06823 0.08620 0.1302 0.3214 0.7133 0.0990 0.0990

g2
1 0.2916 0.06084 0.1720 0.2722 0.7133 0.3464 0.0990

h2
1 0.2988 0.06672 0.1752 0.3265 0.7133 0.3464 0.6928

g2
2 0.05819 0.07564 0.1666 0.2919 0.7133 0.0990 0.0990

h2
2 0.05467 0.07151 0.1653 0.2732 0.7133 0.0990 0.0990
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ground. We find similar results for all other low

degree coefficients.

2.3. Spectral Character of Poloidal Fields

[24] To make a spectral comparison of the four

dynamo simulations, we examine the time ser-

ies of magnetic power in degrees 2 through 21:

RNDðtÞ ¼
X21
l¼2

RlðtÞ: ð2Þ

We exclude the dipole because its power over-

whelms all other degree components. Figure 6

Figure 4. Comparison of dynamo simulations and statistical PSV models. Standard deviations, normalized
by s1

0 from each set of low degree Gauss coefficients are shown (see Table 3). Each panel compares a
dynamo simulation with the three statistical PSV models discussed in the text.
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shows the time series of RND and Figure 7, the

corresponding PSDs SND, which are computed

after spline interpolating the series RND to equal

intervals of 50.0 years for GR99.g and 100.0

years for the others. The spectra SND in Figure 7

are all statistically distinct. However, the spectra

for GR99.f and GR99.g have similar form; the

power drops off quickly at low frequency and

tails off in a comparable way. At high frequency,

all three of GR99.e, GR99.f, and GR99.g have a

Figure 5. Cumulative distribution functions for axial quadrupole data from dynamo simulations. Each
panel shows a comparison of empirical CDFs from simulation data (black) with normal CDFs having means
and standard deviations determined from the simulation data (red). In each case, all samples of g2

0 from each
simulation have been used to determine the empirical CDFs.
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similar pattern of decay. GR99.e exhibits the

most linear decrease in SND with frequency

above �1 per kyr, which goes as �f �5/2.

GR99.h is anomalous in that it does not drop

off as dramatically as the others at low frequency

and shows consistently more power across the

higher frequencies, including significant broad

peaks. We have determined that these peaks are

real features of the simulation and not artifacts

due to interpolation or aliasing. Direct compar-

ison of SND with real data is not possible since

we are unable to compute a similar statistic for

Earth’s magnetic field and the statistical PSV

models, lacking time dependence, cannot be

used to make appropriate predictions.

[25] A statistic related to the power spectrum is

the coherence spectrum, which is a measure of

correlation between two time series in the

frequency domain. We can use the coherence

spectra to assess coupling between spherical

harmonic components in dynamo simulations,

with the assumption that high coherence over a

significant frequency band implies coupling.

Figure 6. Time series of total magnetic power in nondipole fields from dynamo simulations. We denote this
quantity RND, defined in equation (2).
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[26] We test proposed explanations for reversal

signatures that depend on the interaction

between the axial dipole and axial quadrupole

components by measuring the coherence

between the two components. Figure 1 shows

the time series of g1
0 and g2

0. In Figure 8 are the

corresponding coherence spectra and 95% con-

fidence levels. GR99.f and, particularly,

GR99.h show strong evidence of coupling

between g1
0 and g2

0 in several frequency bands.

In addition, the coherence spectra indicate that

the four simulations have quite different stat-

istical properties.

2.4. Summary of Statistical Description

[27] We have shown that GR99.e and GR99.g

have some Earth-like statistics. However, all

the simulations differ significantly from

Earth’s field. Coe et al. [2000] reach the same

conclusion by looking at the spatial power

spectrum, the ratio g2
0/g1

0, and VGP dispersion

as a function of latitude. Although many of

the simulations’ Gauss coefficients are

approximately normally distributed, the means

and SDs and their relative variations are

distinctly different from those prescribed by

the statistical PSV models. Further, none of

the simulations closely reproduces the VGP

dispersion of the geomagnetic field [Glatzma-

ier et al., 1999]. The means and SDs given in

Tables 1 and 2 suggest that different processes

generate the Gauss coefficients, while the

comparisons with normal distributions indi-

cate that the statistical PSV models do not

describe GR99.f and GR99.h. The PSDs of

RND and coherence spectra between g1
0 and

g2
0 further support the conclusion that each of

Figure 7. Power spectral densities (in dB) for nondipole magnetic power from dynamo simulations. The
spectra are computed from the time series shown in Figure 6. The 1s error bar is shown, indicating the level
at which we may consider two spectra statistically similar. We denote this quantity SND.
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the four dynamo simulations is statistically

distinct.

[28] GR99.g (uniform heat flux) includes two

dipolar reversals and its secular variation,

based on pole latitudes illustrated in Glatz-

maier et al. [1999], is similar in magnitude to

Earth’s but not in structure. Although GR99.e

has some Earth-like statistics, its secular

variation is very much less than Earth’s.

GR99.h (tomographic heat flux) reverses

dipole polarity twice and has a CMB heat

Figure 8. Coherence between axial dipole and axial quadrupole time series from dynamo simulations. The
coherence spectra are computed from each pair of time series shown in Figure 1. The red line gives the 95%
confidence level, below which we may say the two time series are uncorrelated.
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flux condition that is physically significant.

For these reasons, we now confine our atten-

tion to GR99.g and GR99.h, and, before

moving on to other issues, we briefly revisit

their SD estimates.

[29] Constable and Johnson [1999] suggest that

the nonzonal contribution to variance in the

Gauss coefficients may be generated by lateral

heterogeneity at the core-mantle boundary and

its effect on the geodynamo. In CJ98.nz, h2
1 has

an increased SD relative to other degree 2

terms, while in CJ98 both g2
1 and h2

1 have an

equal increase in SD, albeit not as large (Figure

4). Neither GR99.g nor GR99.h show similar

trends in SDs, and we conclude that observa-

tions of zonal or nonzonal summary statistics of

the magnetic field do not necessarily reflect

symmetries of CMB heat flux.

3. Reversals and Stationarity of

the Simulations

[30] Many reversal models rely on an internal

instability or mechanism which triggers a

reversal or signals its beginning. If such a

mechanism exists, some or all of the Gauss

coefficients ought to exhibit different statistical

behavior on a timescale similar to the duration

of, or period between, reversals. Effects of

reversals and excursions may cause properties

of the magnetic field to appear nonstationary;

their statistics are dissimilar during different

epochs. Another important issue in geomag-

netism is the length of time required for

averaging a statistical quantity to obtain a

meaningful result. For example, the geocentric

axial dipole (GAD) hypothesis states that a

time average of the magnetic field is that of a

dipole aligned with the rotation axis. It is not

known what length of time is sufficient to

make this a good approximation. However,

over an appropriate timescale, something of

the order of several million years [Merrill et

al., 1996], the magnetic field direction is

approximately stationary.

[31] Using the dynamo simulations, we inves-

tigate the following. Is it possible to identify an

instability or precursor associated with rever-

sals and are reversals a natural part of a sta-

tionary process? We tackle this problem and

address the issue of stationarity of field com-

ponents by estimating PSDs of magnetic power

in the nondipole part of the field. We analyze

RND from (2) in a sliding window over the

duration of each simulation by dividing the

time series into a number of segments of equal

length, overlapping by 50%, and computing

PSDs (designated SND) for each segment. A

comparison of SND associated with windows

immediately preceding or including a dipole

reversal with those during stable polarity

epochs will reveal reversal signals if they exist.

In addition, we may evaluate the stationarity of

the time series by comparing SND for all win-

dows and deciding if they are sufficiently

similar (stationary) or differ significantly (non-

stationary). We apply the same technique with

windows of three lengths, 25, 50, and 100 kyr,

to determine a length-scale over which aver-

ages of the nondipole part of the field may be

considered stationary. We choose the RND as

our characteristic signal because trigger mech-

anisms are often proposed to originate in higher

order axial components. Furthermore, the

dipole reversals, if included in the computation,

would likely mask any such signatures in the

nondipole components.

[32] We extend the sliding window analysis in

two ways. First we compute the coherence

between R2 and RND, which we call C2,ND.

This is an excellent way to determine the

contribution of the degree 2 components to

the nondipole part of the field. When the

magnetic power of the quadrupole R2 domi-

nates in size or differs significantly in spectral

behavior, it will be predominantly coherent
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with RND. Thus we measure this coherence in

each of the windows. Second we examine the

evolution of the degree 1 and 2 Gauss coef-

ficients’ SDs for each window length as an

alternative to the spectral methods for assessing

stationarity.

3.1. Evolution of Spectral Character

[33] The PSDs SND and coherence spectra C2,ND

are presented in Figures 9 (GR99.g) and 10

(GR99.h). Table 4 gives the numbers of win-

dows that sample the zero crossings of the axial

dipole. Since there is considerably more detail

in the PSD plots for the 25 kyr sliding window,

we look for anomalous behavior in the vicinity

of the reversals in results from the 25 kyr

window (top panels of Figures 9 and 10).

3.1.1. GR99.g

[34] When the window length is increased

from 25 to 50 kyr, the general features in

SND for GR99.g remain similar. SND is fairly

uniform when viewed through the 100 kyr

windows, especially in the lower half of the

frequency domain but generally increases as

the simulation evolves. C2,ND reveals bands

of high coherence, which for the most part

coincide with increased SND, suggesting that

the increases in SND are a result of increases

in R2.

[35] There is a drop in SND in window 5, which

immediately precedes the first reversal. This is

followed by an increase in SND during the

reversal, especially at low frequencies as evi-

denced by the dark spot in windows 6 and 7.

There is similar, but far more dramatic, behav-

ior associated with the second reversal. Small

SND precedes the reversal in window 18 and

large SND in the next four windows (19–22).

Unlike the first reversal, the large values extend

well into the high frequencies. The very high

C2,ND associated with the second reversal

means that the quadrupole part of the field is

dominant during this stage of the simulation.

However, the same is not obvious for the first

reversal.

3.1.2. GR99.h

[36] For GR99.h, the results change signifi-

cantly when increasing window length. The

50 kyr sliding window fails to resolve a some-

what oscillatory character of SND, which is

strongest in the low frequency to midfrequency

range. This contrast to GR99.g further under-

scores the more variable nature of GR99.h.

Like GR99.g however, SND is quite uniform

when viewed through the 100 kyr windows,

notably in the low frequencies, and we see an

increasing trend as the simulation evolves.

C2,ND is generally high, suggesting a dominant

R2 that is likely a result of the very strong g2
0

component (Figure 1).

[37] The first reversal of GR99.h exhibits small

prereversal values of SND, which extend over

four windows (9–12), increasing gradually at

low frequencies. The windows that include the

reversal (13 and 14) show large SND reaching to

midfrequencies. The second reversal is similar,

but the duration of small SND is brief and

apparent only in window 19. The large values

of SND are much less pronounced than those

seen during the first reversal and drop off in the

second window sampling the reversal (22). In

both reversals, the large SND at low frequencies

is evident in the window prior to the first

sampling of the reversal. In contrast with

GR99.g, the windows sampling the reversals

tend to have lower C2,ND in the upper half of

the frequency domain than neighboring win-

dows. Those windows with obviously high

C2,ND for most frequencies (8 and 18) cannot

be associated with the reversals.

3.2. Evolution of Standard Deviations

[38] The SDs for Gauss coefficients of degrees

1 and 2 computed through the sliding windows
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are presented in Figure 11. At first glance we

see a pattern similar to that found above with

SND; the statistics as a function of time become

progressively smoother as window length is

increased. The exception is the axial dipole

component g1
0, which remains particularly

unsettled when viewed through the 100 kyr

windows, with a requisite increase during

Figure 9. Spectral evolution of dynamo model GR99.g. Each pair of panels shows the sequence of power
spectral densities SND (in dB) and coherence spectra C2,ND computed from overlapping sliding windows over
the length of the simulation. Horizontal axes represent time, measured by the window number; the vertical
axes are frequency of the spectra; and the colors map power or level of coherence as indicated in the adjacent
bars. That is, each vertical slice is a single power or coherence spectra derived from one window. Results
from (top) 25 kyr windows, (middle) 50 kyr windows, and (bottom) 100 kyr windows are shown. Vertical
blue lines indicate the windows that sample a reversal (Table 4).
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reversals. For both dynamo simulations with 25

kyr windows, the SDs exhibit very oscillatory

behavior. After averaging over 100 kyr, the

variations are stronger for GR99.h, and the

SDs (other than that of g1
0) still exhibit small

changes. We see immediately that the SDs tend

to be correlated between the various compo-

nents shown, especially with GR99.h, and they

are typically higher when the spectral power is

high (Figures 9 and 10). For l > 2, there are no

distinct patterns that we may associate with

reversals. Because there are many crossovers

of the SD curves for GR99.g and GR99.h, they

do not maintain the same proportions through-

out the duration of both simulations. That is,

Figure 10. Spectral evolution of dynamo model GR99.h. Same description as Figure 9.

Table 4. Reversal Windows

GR99.g GR99.g GR99.h GR99.h

25 kyr 6, 7 19, 20 13, 14 21, 22
50 kyr 3, 4 9, 10 6, 7 10, 11
100 kyr 1, 2 5 3, 4 5
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Figure 11. Evolution of standard deviations of low degree Gauss coefficients from dynamo simulations.
Each panel shows the standard deviation s computed from overlapping sliding windows over the length of
the simulations for each of the degree 1 and 2 Gauss coefficients. For g1

0, we use the absolute value to
compute the standard deviation. Horizontal axes represent time measured by the window number. Results
from (left) GR99.g, (right) GR99.h, (top) 25 kyr windows, (middle) 50 kyr windows, and (bottom) 100 kyr
windows are shown. Vertical lines indicate the windows that sample a reversal (Table 4).
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their relative sizes, as discussed in section 2.2,

also vary with time.

[39] The same analysis of the mean values of

low degree Gauss coefficients yields similar

results. For both simulations, the means of g1
0

remain significantly variable when averaged

over 100 kyr. Although relatively small and

oscillatory in 25 kyr windows, the means of

the remaining low degree coefficients become

very smooth and effectively zero when aver-

aged over 100 kyr. Furthermore, although the

means of g2
0 change sign occasionally when

viewed through the 25 kyr windows, there is

no pattern that may be associated with rever-

sals.

3.3. Coupling Between Field Components

[40] A number of authors of reversal models

propose interactions between different spher-

ical harmonic components or groups of com-

ponents (section 1). Effects of the nondipole

part of the field on the dipole part [Cox,

1968] or the interaction of antisymmetric and

symmetric families [Merrill and McFadden,

1988] have been conjectured to be linked to

reversals. In the latter case, increased cou-

pling between the two families was proposed

as a distinct change in behavior marking the

onset of a reversal. Again, we rely on the

dynamo simulations to investigate the follow-

ing. Is there evidence of coupling between

the axial dipole and axial quadrupole compo-

nents over the duration of the simulations?

We address this question with coherence

spectra because we expect that coupled com-

ponents will have a high coherence in a

significant frequency band. Further, since

the 25 kyr sliding window revealed the most

detail in the study of power spectra, we adopt

it for this section. Coherence results for 50

and 100 kyr sliding windows are similar to

that for SND; the 50 kyr windows produce

smoothed versions of the 25 kyr results,

while the 100 kyr windows yield SND that

are nearly uniform as a function of window

number.

Figure 12. Evolution of coherence between axial dipole and axial quadrupole from dynamo simulations. In
a manner similar to Figure 9, each panel shows the coherence between g1

0 and g2
0 computed from 25 kyr

overlapping sliding windows for (left) GR99.g and (right) GR99.h. Vertical blue lines indicate the windows
that sample a reversal (Table 4). The 95% confidence level for the coherence spectra is �0.3; values below
that indicate uncorrelated or decoupled processes.
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[41] Figure 12 shows coherence spectra between

g1
0 and g2

0 for GR99.g and GR99.h. Although

there are small patches of coherence above the

95% confidence level, there is no evidence of

significant coupling at any time for GR99.g. In

contrast, GR99.h exhibits dramatic evidence of

coupling, especially over higher frequency

bands. However, these bands of high coherence

cannot be tied to reversals. The first coherent

band occurs in windows 2 and 3, well before the

first reversal. There is a significant, but not too

dark, coherent band over midfrequencies to

high frequencies centered on window 12, which

immediately precedes the first reversal. During

this reversal, there is very high coherence, but

only at low frequencies. Following the reversal

the high coherence shifts briefly back to mid

and high frequencies. There is a second signifi-

cant band of coherence, at almost all but the

very low frequencies, in window 21, the first

that samples the second reversal. This is fol-

lowed by a decrease in coherence similar to the

first reversal. However, we do not see the same

substantial increase after the reversal, but the

analysis is limited by the end of the record.

[42] We have examined the evolution of coher-

ence for all zonal (m = 0) spherical harmonic

components with respect to g1
0 and g2

0. The

results are far too numerous to present here (a

total of 21 coherence spectra for each of 23

windows sampling one simulation), but we offer

the following summary. For model GR99.g, the

coherence with respect to g1
0 is significant

exclusively with other odd degree coefficients.

Throughout the duration of the simulation, it is

highest with g3
0 and does not change noticeably

during the reversals. The coherence with respect

to g2
0 behaves similarly, showing a marked

coherence with g4
0. In this case, there is a slight

increase in coherence with higher degree even

coefficients in the windows sampling the rever-

sals. GR99.h is similar in that g1
0 behaves

coherently with other odd degree components

and g2
0 with other even degree components.

However, GR99.h is generally more coherent

among these pairs than GR99.g, particularly in

all windows that sample the reversals. Further,

GR99.h hints at significant coherence between

g1
0 (g2

0) and even (odd) degree components in

windows 2, 3, and 15. These are the windows

exhibiting the strongest coherence between g1
0

and g2
0 in Figure 12. Further, for both simula-

tions, higher coherence between opposite parity

components tends to occur during those win-

dows exhibiting increased power in the nondi-

pole field as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

3.4. Summary of Spectral Analyses

[43] We find that there is great variability in the

statistics of the dynamo simulations when meas-

ured on a 25 kyr timescale. Using a 50 kyr

timescale, for the most part, the statistics retain

enough detail to examine relevant variations.

Timescales of 100 kyr or longer are sufficient to

realize near uniformity of these statistics for all

but g1
0, which remains quite variable over this

length of time in GR99.g and GR99.h.

[44] We have found evidence of coupling

between spherical harmonic components of like

parity in both simulations. In general, the

coupling appears stronger in GR99.h, and there

are also strong indicators of limited coupling

between opposite parity zonal components. The

coupling changes very little during the rever-

sals in GR99.g, while there is similar, albeit

weak, prereversal coupling evident in GR99.h.

This suggests the antisymmetric/symmetric

reversal model of Merrill and McFadden

[1988] is not consistent with these dynamo

simulations.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

[45] Our study of means, standard deviations

(SDs), and cumulative distribution functions

(CDFs) reveal that none of the four dynamo

simulations considered here produces a field that
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is statistically similar to PSV models that are

consistent with paleomagnetic data. In addition,

none is similar to a model determined directly

from satellite vector data. However, simulation

GR99.e has some striking properties. Its nor-

malized SDs for degrees 1 and 2 are very close to

those of model CJ98 and, although it doesn’t

reverse polarity, its CDF for the g1
0 coefficients is

qualitatively nearest to a normal distribution.

Using the normalized SDs, we examined the

effects of lateral structure in CMB heat flux on

the symmetry of magnetic field observables. If

these lateral variations produce nonzonal sum-

mary statistics for the magnetic field, then we

expect the normalized SDs of GR99.h to behave

something like those of CJ99.nz. This is not the

case, and we conclude that nonzonal field char-

acteristics do not necessarily reflect nonzonal

CMB heat flow conditions.

[46] Coe et al. [2000] addressed some of the

issues we have discussed. To assess the sim-

ilarity of the dynamo simulations to the

observed geomagnetic field, they relied on the

spatial power spectrum and VGP dispersion.

They showed that although the spatial power

spectra of the dynamo simulations are similar

in structure to that of Earth, their magnitudes

are quite different. Further, they show that the

VGP dispersions of the dynamo simulations as

functions of latitude do not closely match that

for the present day Earth. Coe’s group observes

qualitatively that the secular variation of

GR99.g (referred to as the homogeneous case)

is less than that for the geomagnetic field, while

GR99.h (referred to as the tomographic case)

exhibits more, and we see this in our ratios of

SD to mean value of g1
0. For degree 2 compo-

nents, each of the four simulations has SDs that

are generally lower than those for the statistical

PSV models.

[47] We have used SDs and PSD estimates to

determine that for the dynamo simulations,

averages over periods of 100 kyr yield statistics

that are roughly constant in time. This means

that at least 100 kyr is required for averaging a

quantity based on the assumption that it is

stationary. The exception is the g1
0 coefficient,

which for GR99.g and GR99.h remains varia-

ble despite the length of the sampling window.

Longer simulations would be useful to deter-

mine if the variability is ongoing and what

length of time is required to average out these

variations. When averaged over 100 kyr inter-

vals we may regard the low degree, nondipole

spherical harmonic components as second-

order stationary. Presently, we are unable to

determine the cause of the variability of g1
0 in

these simulations. Recent work suggests that

the geodynamo may be intrinsically unstable,

but the mechanisms responsible cannot be

resolved in current numerical simulations

[Zhang and Gubbins, 2000].

[48] Our PSD estimates in 25 kyr sliding win-

dows have revealed that there are increases in

nondipolar magnetic power associated with

reversals, particularly at lower frequencies.

However, the degree to which the power

increases and the frequency interval involved

varies from reversal to reversal. There are sim-

ilar variations in magnetic power occurring dur-

ing ‘‘stable’’ periods of the models, indicating

that such fluctuations need not lead to a reversal

or excursion. A similar analysis of coherence

spectra, which reflects the dominance of the

spectral character or strength of the quadrupole

components, shows dramatic variations

throughout the dynamo simulations. Although

there is evidence of R2 dominance, especially

during the second reversal of GR99.g, it is not

conclusively linked with reversals. The very

high coherence tends to be associated with

periods of high magnetic power suggesting

associated surges in R2. Neither technique

revealed a distinct signature associated with

some or all reversals of GR99.g and GR99.h.

We conclude that for these dynamo simulations,

the reversals are part of a stationary process over
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long timescales. The length of the timescale may

be determined by the variations in the axial

dipole. However, at present, the simulations

are not long enough to draw definitive conclu-

sions about those variations.

[49] After a careful analysis of paleomagnetic

observational constraints, Dormy et al. [2000]

conclude that averages over 10 dipole diffusion

times (td) are sufficient to characterize long-

term features of dynamo simulations. Our

results show that for the dipole part of the

simulated fields this number might be much

larger. The means and SDs show significant

variation when averaged over 100 kyr and

would require a minimum of 10 td to achieve

stationarity. Indeed, paleomagnetic evidence

suggests long-term averages of the dipole

moment may vary on even longer timescales.

Selkin and Tauxe [2000] report a significant

difference in average dipole moment during 0–

0.3 Ma (conservatively 15 td) and 0.3–300 Ma

(over 104 td). However, these simulations are

not long enough to apply longer sliding win-

dows in a conclusive way.

[50] By examining the coherence between g1
0

and g2
0 using the sliding window technique,

we find that GR99.g shows very little evi-

dence of coupling between these components.

In contrast, GR99.h displays evidence of

coupling at higher frequencies but none that

can be tied directly to a reversal. In fact, with

regard to zonal coefficients, we find that they

tend to couple with other zonal coefficients

of like parity. There are occasional departures

from this tendency in GR99.h, but again,

none that can be associated with reversals.

[51] We illustrate the versatility of our spectral

methods by briefly exploring the reversal

model of Williams and Fuller [1981], which

supposes that, during a reversal, dipole energy

is transferred to nondipole components. Our

spectral results for the nondipole magnetic

power show an increase in the PSDs during

reversals and at other times. We then inquire if

the magnetic power in the dipole decreases

correspondingly and present our results in

Figure 13. The dipole power for GR99.g is

fairly constant over the course of the simula-

Figure 13. Evolution of power spectra for dipole magnetic power from dynamo simulations. In a manner
similar to Figure 9, each panel shows the power spectral densities (in dB) of R1 (see equation (1)) computed
from 25 kyr overlapping sliding windows for the geodynamo models (left) GR99.g and (right) GR99.h.
Vertical blue lines indicate the windows that sample a reversal (Table 4).
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tion, while that for GR99.h fluctuates synchro-

nously with the nondipole power. Thus we

conclude for these dynamo simulations, sig-

nificant magnetic power in the dipole part of

the field is not being transferred to the non-

dipole part at any time during the simula-

tions. Using these same methods, we can

easily explore other issues, such as the par-

titioning of magnetic power among nondipole

components.

[52] The idea that reversals may be triggered

or controlled by internal interactions of mag-

netic field components is firmly rooted in

dynamo theory [e.g., see Roberts and Stix,

1972; Parker, 1969]. There is no restriction

that these processes occur exclusively in the

geodynamo or are imposed by Earth geome-

try or other physical properties. In our anal-

ysis of the simulated magnetic fields of

Glatzmaier et al. [1999], we found no evi-

dence of significant interaction between spe-

cific magnetic field components, such as

antisymmetric and symmetric, or of reparti-

tioning of magnetic power associated with

reversals. Thus we have shown that it is

possible for dynamos to sustain a magnetic

field and generate dipolar reversals with quite

dissimilar characteristics as part of a relatively

stationary process.

[53] Coe et al. [2000] suggest that the rever-

sals of the dynamo simulations are spontane-

ous. However, they observe that each reversal

started while the nondipole energy was

increasing. We have not identified a specific

signature common to all reversals; however,

the power spectra of RND also increase with

each reversal (Figures 9 and 10). This increase

may be necessary, but it is not sufficient as

there are similar fluctuations in the power

spectra, particularly in GR99.h, that are not

associated with any reversals (Figure 11). Coe

et al. observe that the transitional field mor-

phology is different for all four reversals of

GR99.g and GR99.h. They note that both

GR99.g reversals are nondipolar in spatial

character; the first dominated by antisymmet-

ric spherical harmonic components and the

second by symmetric components. Our coher-

ence spectra support these observations as

they show the second reversal being domi-

nated by the quadrupole, the axial part being

the largest contributor to the symmetric family

(Figure 9). For GR99.h, Coe et al. note the

first reversal is dominated by equatorial dipo-

lar and symmetric quadrupolar components,

while the second is dominated by symmetric

nondipolar components. We do not see strong

evidence that the first reversal is dominated by

the axial quadrupole, but it has a significant

presence immediately preceding the reversal

(Figure 10). The same coherence spectra sug-

gest the second reversal is strongly influenced

by the axial quadrupole (symmetric nondipo-

lar) because there is high coherence over

much of the frequency domain (Figure 10).

In this context, we agree with Coe et al. that

there is ‘‘no strong rule’’ governing the mor-

phology of the transitional dynamo simulation

fields and, similarly, that dipole reversals of

the Earth’s magnetic field have likely occurred

in a wide variety of ways.

[54] Finally, we comment on the difficulty in

making direct comparisons between dynamo

simulations and paleomagnetic data as a

means to constrain the numerical models.

Such comparisons are complicated because

the physical and statistical differences

between simulated and geomagnetic fields

prevent them from being meaningful. Dormy

et al. [2000] address this issue in their dis-

cussion of scaling output from simulations to

make direct comparisons with geomagnetic

data. We agree that this is a necessary com-

ponent of the bridge between observation and

numerical modeling. However, the discrepan-

cies between the simulations and the obser-

vations are likely due to two distinct sources.
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First, dynamo simulations spanning hundreds

of thousands of years are limited by comput-

ing resources and afford only poor spatial

resolution. Second, there are large uncertain-

ties in the observations due to the sparse

geographical and temporal coverage of the

paleomagnetic data. In the future, we expect

the spatial resolution of the simulations will

improve more rapidly than the number of

observations. As other issues in dynamo sim-

ulations are resolved, we will be able to

formulate and test new explanations for geo-

magnetic phenomena. However, we must rely

on improved paleomagnetic observations and

techniques to gain a thorough understanding

of Earth’s magnetic field.
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